
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                      

 

August 25, 2015 

Dear Investor: 
 
Given Monday’s dramatic move in the stock market, we thought we would share our thoughts with you now 
that the day has ended.  The rest of the week will likely be volatile, but we think it is time to take a breath and 
assess the next steps for optimizing returns.   
 
First, how did we get here?  All year long, China seemed to be slowing, but the data was inconsistent and 
somewhat unreliable.  We were getting more reliable information from commentary by US companies on 
business activity in China and it was clearly mixed.  The tipping point was the decision by the central bank to 
devalue the Chinese Yuan.  This move was intended to stimulate exports of Chinese goods, but it created 
more uncertainty as investors are now  concerned that economic conditions are actually worse than initially 
feared.   The move by China creates additional fear that other emerging market countries in Asia will have to 
do the same thing, setting off a domino effect that creates dramatic selling out of equities or what is commonly 
referred to as “risk off”.  So far, Kazakhstan and Vietnam are the only economies to devalue their respective 
currencies, but fear has taken over markets in the US and around the world.  Given the way financial markets 
are interconnected, stock market declines in Asia are spreading around the world, and the US, despite 
improving economic conditions, was not spared.   
 
At this point, we do not believe investors should sell and we do believe that a short-term rally may begin soon 
if a wave of currency devaluations does not occur.  A rally will likely occur if 1) China announces a round of 
fiscal stimulus, and 2) we get clarity around the timing of the Federal Reserve raising interest rates, which we 
now believe won’t happen until at least December, if not sometime into 2016.  We do believe that these two 
events are likely to happen soon.   A rally will give us the opportunity to optimize and better position portfolios 
going into year end.   
 
All during the year, many have complained that some stocks were simply too expensive.  Be careful what you 
wish for.   Unlike something you want to buy like a pair of shoes or an expensive suit, a sale on stocks doesn’t 
bring customers in but rather sends them away fearing that things will only get worse.  While events remain 
fluid, we believe that this volatility will create buying opportunities. The path to better markets will take some 
time but it will happen. We believe that many stocks are either on or about to be on sale and a lot of great 
buys will emerge from this market turmoil.  We will continue to keep you posted as conditions change.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dennison “Dan” T. Veru 
Executive Vice President, Chief Investment Officer 


